
Dear Agnieszkaka hi, 

On behalf of my colleague, Miltiadis Leontakis and me , I would like to thank you all in Polish 

etwinning  NSS, for the excellent organization of our visit in Warsaw to follow the steps of 

Maria Sklodowska Curie, and for your warm hospitality during our stay in your beautiful city.  

This invitation of you that is our award (sponsored by polish NSS, for getting the first place in 

European etwinning awards 2012, special category-Marie Sklodowska Curie)  gave us the 

opportunity to know better this special  personality ,Maria Sklodowska Curie, who made 

precious researches on Radiactivity  and changed the world of physicists and chemistry. 

For my colleague, Miltiadis Leontakis , a physics teacher and for me , a teacher of English, by 

this visit/invitation, had the chance to develop professionally and meet interesting people. 

The whole programme of our visit was well organized and according to our interests. By 

visiting the National centre for Nuclear Research in Swierk and meeting Mr Slawomir 

Wronka heped  my colleague, Miltiadis Leontakis,  improve his scientific knowledge on 

radioactivity and get details how a reactor works and how radioactivity is used in sciences. 

For me, this visit was a discovery of a new world that an English teacher would never come 

in contact , personally. Of course, it has been a motivation, for me, for studying and learning 

more about the world of physics and chemistry. This interest has been reinforced by 

Copernicus museum exploration, as well. 

The fact that you added cultural events and a guided  tour in our programme-visit  proves 

that you really took care of us and that you are great ambassadors, not only of etwinning, 

but of your country, as well. We tasted not only delicious polish food but also had ataste of 

life in Warsaw. 

Finally, I would like to say many thanks to all of you because you made us feel comfortable 

as at home and send you warm wishes for every success in your personal and professional 

life. 

We hope to meet again in future. 

Yours  

Eleni Kostopoulou, teacher of English 

Miltiadis Leontakis, teacher of sciences 

5th Lyceum of Veria, Greece. 

 

 


